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Abstract: Network covert channels can build cooperating environments within over-
lay networks. Peers in such an overlay network can initiate connections with new
peers and can build up new paths within the overlay network. To communicate with
new peers, it is required to determine protocols which can be used between the peers
– this process is called the “Network Environment Learning Phase” (NEL Phase). We
show that the NEL phase itself as well as two similar approaches are affected by traffic
normalization, which leads to a two-army problem. Solutions to overcome this not
completely solvable problem are presented and analyzed. A proof of concept code
was implemented to verify the approach.
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1 Introduction

A covert channel is a communication channel that is not intended for information trans-
fer at all [Lam73]. Using network covert channels it is possible to send information in
a way prohibited by a security policy [And08, WAM09]. Network covert channels can
be used by both, attackers (e.g. for hidden botnet communication [GP+08, LGC08]) as
well as normal users (e.g. journalists, if they want to keep a low profile when transfer-
ring illicit information [ZAB07]). Network storage channels utilize storage attributes of
network protocols while network timing channels modify the timing behavior of network
data [ZAB07]. We focus on covert storage channels since they (in comparison to covert
timing channels) provide enough space to place a covert channel-internal protocol into the
hidden data.

Ways to implement covert channels in TCP/IP network packets and their timings were
described by different authors (e.g. [Gir87, Wol89, HS96, Row97, CBS04, Rut04, LLC06,
JMS10]). However, such channels occur outside of TCP/IP networks as well, such as in
smart grids [LG10], electronic identity cards [Sch10] and business processes [WAM09].
A number of means to protect systems against covert channels were also developed (e.g.
[Kem83, PK91, Hu91, Fad96, FFPN03, CBS04, BGC05, KMC05]).

Covert channels can contain internal communication protocols [RM08, Stø09], so called
micro protocols [WK11]. These protocols are located within the hidden data, which is
used for both: the micro protocols as well as payload. Micro protocols are used to extend



the capabilities of covert channels by implementing features such as reliability and runtime
protocol switching.

To enable two communicators to communicate using a covert channel, they need to find a
common cover protocol. A cover protocol is the network protocol (the bits used within a
network protocol) which is used to place hidden data into. The discovery of information
about network protocols to use can either be done using a micro protocol as presented in
[WK11] or by passive monitoring of traffic [YD+08].

A traffic normalizer is a network gateway with the capaibility to affect the forwarded traffic
in a way that prevents malicious communication (e.g. malformed traffic as well as any
kind of network-based attacks such as botnet traffic or exploit traffic). Traffic normalizers
are also known as packet scrubbers [BP09]. Usually, a traffic normalizer is part of a
firewall system [MWJH00] and can decide to drop or forward network traffic. A popular
example of such a combination of a firewall with a traffic normalizer is the pf firewall of the
OpenBSD operating system [Ope11]. A similar implementation for the FreeBSD kernel
focuses on the implementation of transport and application layer scrubbing [MWJH00].
Additionally to a plain firewall system, a traffic normalizer is able to modify forwarded
traffic [MWJH00]. Therefore, the normalizer can apply rules such as clearing bits of a
network protocol’s header or setting a header flag that was not set by the packet’s sender
[HPK01]. Because of a normalizer’s applied modifications, their implementation in a
network can result in side-effects, e.g. blocked ICMP types result in the unavailability of
the related network features of these ICMP types [SN+06].

Traffic normalizers are also referred to as a special type of an active warden. While pas-
sive wardens in networks monitor and report events (e.g. for intrusion detection), active
wardens are capable of modifying network traffic [SN+06] to prevent steganographic in-
formation transfer. Active wardens with active mapping capability reduce the problem of
ambiguities in network traffic (i.e. data that can be interpreted in multiple ways [LLC07])
by mapping a network and its policies [Sha02]. Afterwards, the mapped information is
used by a NIDS to provide unambiguity [LLC07]. Based on the idea of active map-
ping and traffic normalization, Lewandowski et. al. presented another technique called
network-aware active wardens [LLC07]. Network-aware active wardens have knowledge
about the network topology and implement a stateful traffic inspection with a focus on
covert channel elimination [LLC06, LLC07].

All these techniques have in common that they drop or modify parts of the network traffic
regarding to their configuration. For our purpose, it is required to focus on this common
dropping and modification feature. We decided to use only the term normalizer in the
remainder because we only deal with the normalization aspect that all three mentioned
techniques (normalizer, active mapper and network-aware active warden) have in common.

This paper contributes to the existing knowledge by presenting and discussing the problem
of traffic normalization in a covert channel’s network environment learning phase (NEL
phase). Within the NEL phase, the covert channel peers try to find out which protocols
they can use to communicate with each other (e.g. two journalists want to determine
how they can communicate using application layer protocols). Thus, the NEL phase is
significant for establishing a network covert channel. We show that traffic normalization
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within the NEL phase results in a two-army problem. We evaluate passive monitoring
not to be capable to solve this problem and present two means to overcome the two-army
problem. The drawbacks of these results are discussed as well.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the problem of
traffic normalization within the NEL phase. Section 3 discusses means to overcome this
problem and their possible drawbacks while Section 4 highlights the effect of four existing
normalizers on the NEL phase. Section 5 concludes.

2 Related Work and the Problem of NEL-Normalization

Yarochkin et. al. presented the idea of adaptive covert channels, capable of automati-
cally determining the network protocols which can be used between two covert channel
communicators [YD+08]. Their approach filtered out blocked and non-routed network
protocols within a two-phase communication protocol containing a “network environment
learning” (NEL) phase as well as a “communication phase”. Within the network envi-
ronment learning phase, the covert channel software detects the usable network protocols,
while the payload transfer is taking place within the communication phase. Wendzel and
Keller extended this approach by introducing goal-dependent protocol sets, i.e., usable
protocols are chosen with different probabilities to optimize a covert channel for goals
such as providing a high throughput or sending as few data packets as possible to transfer
a given payload [WK11].

A similar approach by Li and He is based on the idea of autonomic computing [LH11].
The authors try to detect survival values for embedded steganographic content in network
packets, i.e. they evaluate whether hidden data was corrupted within the transmission,
or not, and therefore use checksums, transmission rates, and sequence numbers [LH11].
However, Li’s and He’s approach requires a previously established connection to evaluate
the results, what is not sufficient if a normalizer is located between sender and receiver,
since the two-army problem cannot be solved under such circumstances.

Yarochkin et. al. are focusing on whole network protocols [YD+08]. They detect usable
network protocols exchanged between two hosts by monitoring network data. Wendzel
and Keller distinguish protocols on a finer scale, e.g. one “protocol” can be to set the “IP
ID” as well as the “Don’t fragment flag” in IPv4 while another protocol could only use the
“Reserved” flag of IPv4 but both “protocols” belong to the same network protocol (IPv4)
[WK11]. To prevent confusion, we call the network protocol (or the bits used within a
network protocol) the “cover protocol” of a covert channel. Using this term, we can refer
to both approaches at the same time.

Figure 1: Communication between two hosts A and B. Neither A nor B know about the existence of
a normalizer (and its configuration) between them a priori.
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All three mentioned methods, Yarochkin et. al., Wendzel and Keller, and Li and He,
aim to gain information about usable cover protocols but do not focus on the problem of
traffic normalization. When a traffic normalizer is located between two covert channel
systems which want to exchange information about protocols they can send and receive, a
normalizer can drop or modify the exchanged information (Fig. 1). It is also possible that
more than one normalizer is located on the path between A and B but this does not differ
from a single normalizer in our scenario.

Normalizers usually modify bits (such as they unify the TTL value in IPv4) or clear bits
(such as the “Don’t fragment” flag). Implementations like norm [HPK01], the Snort Nor-
malizer [Sno11], the netfilter extension ipt scrub [Bar08], or the OpenBSD packet filter
scrubbing [Ope11]1 provide more than 80 normalization techniques for IPv4/IPv6, ICMP,
TCP, UDP and the most important application layer protocols.

In the given scenario, host A and host B want to exchange information about the cover pro-
tocols, i.e. network protocols and the protocol specific bits they can use to communicate
with each other. For example, host A is sending a network packet (e.g. a DNS request) to
host B with the reserved flag set in the IPv4 header: If the normalizer clears the reserved
flag (it is zero afterwards), host B cannot determine whether host A did not set the reserved
flag or whether a normalizer (B and A are possibly not aware of a normalizer) modified the
bit. Alternatively, the normalizer can – like a plain firewall – drop a packet if the reserved
flag is set (in that case, host B does not know about the sent packet).

To exchange the information about all usable bits of all cover protocols a covert channel
can support between A and B, it is required to test all bits and protocols in both directions
(each received packet must be acknowledged to inform the sender about the successful
sending). Since A cannot know which of his packets will reach B, A depends on the ac-
knowledgement of B. If A can successfully send a packet to B, B cannot make sure that
the response containing the protocol acknowledge information is not getting dropped by a
normalizer (since B does not know which bits or protocols will reach A). Since neither A
nor B can be sure whether their packets will reach the other system, they are left in an un-
informed situation. Hence, the exchange of protocol information between A and B results
in the two-army problem [Kle78]. The two-army problem cannot be eliminated but the un-
certainty of A and B can be reduced by sending multiple (acknowledgement) messages or
acknowledgement messages from each side (A acknowledges B acknowledgement, such
as performed by the three-way-handshake of TCP [Pos81]). The next section discusses
specific means for dealing with the two-army problem within the NEL phase.

3 Realizing the NEL Phase in Normalized Environments

If the covert channel software is able to determine a set of non-normalized cover protocols,
it will enable the covert channel to communication without problems. Therefore, we define
a set of cover protocols P = {x1, ..., xn} (P contains all possible bit areas which can be
used within a cover protocol) where, for instance, x1 could represent “sending an IP packet

1Regarding to our investigation, pf supports a number of undocumented normalization features.
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with DF flag set”. An element xi ∈ P can contain other elements of P (e.g. x1=“set DF
flag” and x2=“set the reserved flag”, x3 = {x1, x2}=“set the reserved flag as well as
the DF flag”). This condition is necessary, since a normalizer can include a rule to drop,
modify or clear a packet (respectively bits) if a packet contains both x1 and x2, but does
not apply the same rule (or no rule) in case of x1 or x2.

Based on this initial specification, we develop two different means for applying the NEL
phase in normalized environments as well as in environments where A and B cannot be
sure whether a normalizer is located between them.

The first solution is to use a pre-defined sequence of the elements of P . In comparison
to the passive monitoring approach of Yarochkin et. al., this is an active approach. We
describe a disadvantage of the passive approach in Sect. 3.1.

In the first step, A sends an ordered sequence x1, ..., xn to B. The data hidden in xi must
contain information B can use to identify these as covert data (such as a “magic byte” as
in ping tunnel [Stø09] or micro protocol data [WK11]). In case host B receives some of
these packets, B can assume that A is currently sending the pre-defined packet sequence.
Probably, host B will receive a sequence such as x3, x9, x10 (with bit i cleared), x11, x17

(with bits j and k cleared), x19, x20, i.e. some protocols or bit-combinations were blocked
(respectively modified) by a normalizer, or got lost. In this case, host B can never be
completely sure that it is currently receiving the packet sequence from A but can use the
information received to communicate with A in a limited way nevertheless. The complete
process has to be done vice versa since normalizer rules can be direction-dependent. Af-
terwards, A and B will have a set of protocols they can receive from the other peer. A and
B assume that the cover protocols of the packets that were received correctly can be used
to send data back to the peer. After this step is completed too, the communication phase
can start.

Since B (respectively A) do not know whether their own packets were received by the peer
if the normalizer applies direction-dependent rules, and depend on the acknowledgement
information from the peer itself, they do not know which cover protocol they can use to
send their acknowledgement. Therefore, this solution results in the two-army problem
again if the normalizer applies direction-dependent rules and has to be considered error-
prone.

Figure 2: A and B exchanging protocol information using C.

A second solution (shown in Fig. 2) we want to present is to include a third (but tem-
porary) participant C known to A and B. We assume that A and C, as well as B and C
already exchanged the information about usable protocols, i.e. they are able to exchange
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information in a way not dropped or cleared, even if a normalizer is present between them.
C is not necessarily required to be aware of a covert communication between itself and
A or B, i.e. C could be a shared temporary resource such as a Flickr account [BK07]. C
is a temporary solution since A, B (and probably others) can only build a complex covert
overlay network if new paths besides already known paths are created. If A and B would
transfer all information between them using C, no new path would be created and C would
be a single point of failure if no other connection between A and B exists. Additionally, it
is more secure to transfer only information about usable protocols between A and B via C
than it is to transfer all hidden information itself via C.

In this scenario, C can be used by A to inform B (and vice versa) about packets which A
(respectively B) is about to sent. For instance: A sends C the information to tell B that A
will now send an IP packet with DF bit set to B; C will forward the information to B. A
will sent the described packet either after a short waiting time < t to B or after B responds
its waiting state to A (via C). The first method decreases the amount of exchanged data
while the latter is less error-prone.

If B received the packet, B knows, that the DF flag can be used and was not cleared or
dropped. In any case, B reports the reception/the miss of the announced cover protocol
containing packet. The whole process works in both directions, i.e. A and B can exchange
all required information about usable cover protocols. The temporary system C is not
required to be a single hop within the overlay network, it can also be a chain of proxies C =
P1 → ... → Pn represented as a single system in this second solution. The only difference
between a single hop called C and a proxy chain called C is the internal forwarding within
the system. Such forwarding for covert channel proxy chains must be bi-directional and
can be achieved and optimized by known micro protocol means [WK11].

Discussion of the two presented means

While the first scenario (sending a pre-defined sequence) is error-prone, the second sce-
nario depends on a third communicator C connected to A and B. A combination of both
scenarios will be a promising approach for further implementations.

A drawback in the second solution exists in case C is aware of covert communication
(i.e. not a passive system, such as a Flickr account), since C can manipulate the covert
communication. For instance, C could drop all protocol information requests from A to
B (and vice versa). If A and B are able to exchange cryptographic keys a priori, they can
sign messages sent via C to prevent undetected message modifications. However, the use
of signatures does not prevent C from actively dropping the messages. Therefore, it is
recommended to use a passive C.

3.1 Improved Protocol Determination Strategies

If a covert channel implementation supports a large amount of cover protocols (or some ar-
eas containing many bits), the packet count required to transfer all feasible bit-combinations
through the possible normalizer can become high, thus the number of required packets for
the protocol determination can also be high.
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For example, if P = {x1, x2, x3} (say each xi is representing one bit of data in this case),
it is possible to send each element alone, in combination with another element, or all
three elements at the same time, i.e. there are seven possible combinations. To verify the
possible use of these protocols using strategy #2 (as explained before), it would require 14
packets to verify all elements of P and their combinations for the cover protocols between
A and B (the packets exchanged between A and C as well as between B and C are not
included in this calculation).

If P contains many elements, the number of required packets can result in raising a high
attention due to the abnormal traffic pattern [WK11]. Therefore, it is mandatory to reduce
the number of required packets.

A reduction of the necessary network packets for determining the usable cover protocols
between A and B can result in a loss of quality in the determined protocol information. We
present two reduction strategies, where the first strategy results in a loss of quality while
the second does not. These strategies are presented since each practical implementation
can profit from them to keep a low profile.

Reduction Strategy 1: If each protocol layer (e.g. the TCP/IP layers) can be scanned
independent of the other layers, the number of possible combinations decreases. For in-
stance, if x1 and x2 refer to bits within the IPv4 header, and x3 refers to UDP, there are
only six (instead of eight) combinations left to try. This scan technique has the drawback
that normalizer rules which depend on multiple layers are not taken into account.

Reduction Strategy 2: If each different covering network protocol on the same network
layer is scanned independent from all other network protocols on the same layer, a loss in
the quality of the resulting information is not possible since different protocols usually do
not depend on other protocols on the same layer.2 For instance, if P = {x1, x2} where x1

modifies two bits within the TCP header and x2 modifies one bit within the UDP header,
there are only 6 possible bit combinations to verify.

Critique on the passive approach: Another simplification is thinkable but less valu-
able for real implementations: Regarding to the passive monitoring approach presented
by Yarochkin et. al. (as discussed in Sect. 2), A could try to use only protocols for the
communication with B which it can receive on its own network interface. However, the
occurrence of a network protocol on a network interface of A does not necessarily mean
that a normalizer will forward such network packets to A in any case. If, on the other hand,
the source address of such a network protocol’s packet does not belong to A’s subnet, it is
the case that such a network protocol is forwarded to the network of A. Such a packet has
probably passed a normalizer but since there can be more than one normalizer between A
and B, this solution is also error-prone and cannot be recommended for implementations.
Of course, one could argue that A could wait for network packets containing the source
address of B’s subnet, but this is only realistic in the case of regular communication be-
tween both subnets. Additionally, filter rules can be address-based instead of interface- or
subnet-based, i.e. it is possible that a normalization rule applies for some hosts in B’s (A’s)

2This second rule is mandatory since it is not possible for network packets to contain two different network
protocols of the same network layer. An exception is to use network tunneling but in network tunneling, a single
network layer also does not really contain two protocols, but a layer can occur multiple times.
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subnet but not for all hosts in the subnet. Thus, this approach is only useful for a direct
communication between B and A, and due to that limitation provides no improvement in
comparison to the already presented means. However, the passive approach is linked to a
number of drawbacks: It requires additional waiting time and is is not successfully adapt-
able to most overlay network situations, since information about the underlay network are
not necessarily available. Mentionable as well, is that a direct third party network data
exchange between A and B, which is required for the monitoring, will usually be rare and
will additionally not necessarily include all elements of P .

3.2 The Problem of Dynamic Routing Environments

Problematic as well is the possibility for traffic to take different routes on the path between
A and B within the underlay network, where one packet could pass a normalizer and an-
other packet does not (or some packets are transferred over different normalizers). Since
neither A nor B are able to control the routing decisions between them and do not neces-
sarily possess knowledge about the underlay network structure, A and B cannot overcome
this situation.

3.3 Proof of Concept Implementation

A proof of concept implementation was developed to run a simulated NEL phase. A
covert channel receiver program (representing B) was built to accept information from a
temporary participant (representing C) as shown in strategy #2. The input from C to B
was scripted by hand and the traffic from A to B was generated using the network packet
generator scapy (www.secdev.org/projects/scapy/), while the covert receiver software is
based on libpcap (tcpdump.org). Using scapy, we were able to simulate packet loss, perfect
packet transfer and traffic modifications. If packet loss occurs, B assumes that a packet
was filtered. Since uncommon packet occurrences can result in raising a high attention,
we cannot recommend to sent such packets multiple times within a small time slice to
deal with packet loss. Non-normalized packets obviously result in an uncorrupted NEL
phase (excluding lost packets). The effect of traffic modifications turned out to produce
multiple packets containing the same flag combinations on system B. For instance, if A
sends an IPv4 packet containing the DF flag set as well as one packet with an unset DF
flag, B will receive two packets with DF=0 if a normalizer clears the DF flag. B must
ensure not to accept packets using the same bits as announced by A from other sources,
thus B must apply filter rules (e.g. using libpcap filter settings to accept only packets from
A). The covert channel receiver B transfers the information of an useless cover protocol
back to A (using C) if such a doubled cover protocol was received. We implemented the
acknowledgement transfer to A using a micro protocol as described in [WK11].
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4 Effects of Existing Normalizers on the NEL Phase

As discussed in the previous sections, traffic normalizers can drop, modify and clear cover
protocols. Thus, for realizing a covert channel’s NEL phase, it is important to obtain
knowledge about the usable cover protocols a priori. By analyzing four normalizers (pf
scrubbing, norm, the Linux netfilter/iptables extension ipt scrub, and the Snort normal-
izer), we were able to carve out general rules which can be applied to the NEL phase.

Different traffic normalizers contain different capabilities. For instance, Snort and norm
are able to clear the IPv4 reserved flag, but pf is not. Some capabilities are configuration-
dependent, e.g. the handling of the “Don’t Fragment” flag in pf depends on the usage of
the “no-df” rule in the configuration file. Additionally, the amount of features differs sig-
nificantly: While norm supports more than 70 normalization rules, ipt scrub supports only
8 of them. Additional differences apply for the amount of supported network protocols.

For the NEL phase, it is useful to define the elements of P by verifying their support within
normalizers: Elements which are not supported by any or by very few normalizers are
likely to reach their destination within the NEL phase, while elements which are supported
by (almost) any normalizer have a higher probability to get normalized.

We compared the features of the four normalizers and found out that several normaliza-
tion capabilities are provided by most of the implementations: IPv4: TTL modification,
removing DF flag, reserved bit and options and drop packets with IHL <5 or > 53. IPv6:
modify the hop limit, modify or remove optional headers. ICMP modify/drop ICMP type
0 and 8. TCP: Clear the reserved bits, drop packets with unusual flag or flag/data com-
binations (e.g., SYN=1 and RST=1, SYN=1 and FIN=1, or SYN=1 with payload), drop
in case of a small header length. UDP (norm)/HTTP (Snort): Only supported by one
normalizer.

Additionally, we want to provide a general explanation which cover protocols we can call
useful in our scenario. UDP and HTTP are currently only supported by one of the normal-
izers, which makes them good choices for bypassing normalizers within the NEL phase.
On the other hand, there are network protocols which are not in the scope of any of the nor-
malizers, e.g. application layer streaming protocols, frames on the network access layer,
or dynamic routing protocols, what makes them good choices for the NEL phase too. If
such protocols are used, it is important to understand that the occurrence of rarely used
network protocols can raise the attention of a covert channel [WK11] (e.g. the usage of
IGRP in an OSPF network). Thus, the usefulness of rarely used protocols for the NEL
phase is low. A passive monitoring can be done to determine the occurrence rates of net-
work protocols (but as described in Sect. 3.1, passive monitoring is not recommendable to
detect cover protocols). Tab. 1 shows occurrence rates of transport layer network proto-
cols within different passive traffic recordings and demonstrates the significant differences
within different Ethernet networks. These three traffic recordings where downloaded from
http://www.simpleweb.org/wiki/Traces, a website providing a number of tcpdump record-
ings (mainly from universities). These different protocol occurrences do not only exist for
network protocols but for types of cover protocols as well, as shown in Tab. 2 in case of

3In case of OpenBSD, this is not specified in the manual, but found in a source code analysis for this paper.
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Source ARP TCP UDP ICMP IGMP
Simpleweb-Loc1 0.02% 77.67% 21.94% 0.25% <0.001%
Simpleweb-Loc2 - 92.46% 0.08% 3.20% <0.01%
Simpleweb-Loc3 - 68.88% 3.95% 27.12% <0.01%

Table 1: Occurrence rates of different network protocols in three traffic recordings downloaded from
simpleweb (each source contained between 750.000 and 1.200.000 packets).

Source Type 0 Type 3 Type 8 Type 11
Simpleweb-Loc2 2.96% 88.93% 7.97% 0.13%
Simpleweb-Loc3 2.24% 0.08% 97.66% 0.02%

Table 2: Relative occurrence rates of ICMP types in three networks.

the different ICMP type values (ICMP is a protocol that is used by popular covert channel
tools such as pingtunnel [Stø09]).

To summarize, the presented strategies of Sect. 3 to overcome the normalization within
the NEL will work, even if a combination of all four normalizers would be present. The
first strategy (sending a pre-defined sequence) can only be affected, if a huge part of
the sequence will be normalized (or if the first packet containing the magic byte will be
cleared). The solution for this problem is to choose only protocols not supported by the
normalizers. Since none of the normalizers can affect an already working covert channel
via a temporary participant, the second strategy can be applied in any case.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we have shown that the process of determining possible cover protocols
within the so called Network Environment Learning (NEL) phase is problematic if a nor-
malizer is located on the path between two covert channel peers since it will result in a
two-army problem. We additionally presented two techniques to overcome this not com-
pletely solvable problem of one or more possible normalizers which sender and receiver
are not aware of, and discussed possible drawbacks of these approaches. We have evalu-
ated three existing approaches to be insufficient for this purpose and implemented a proof
of concept application to verify our presented approach. Finally, we analyzed four avail-
able normalizers to extract information about cover protocols which can be used for the
NEL phase without a high probability of getting dropped or modified.
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